Worksheet 4. Vocabulary practice

Complete each sentence with the correct word from the word pool.

achievement commission compete drive friendship
goal √ intense loyal persistent take-charge

1. The pressure on young people to succeed is very strong. They are under _________ intense ______________ pressure to do well.

2. Lina practices the piano for four hours a day. She hopes to achieve her ______________________________ of becoming a concert pianist.

3. Rita is quite lazy. She doesn’t have much ______________________ to accomplish anything.

4. Olympic athletes ______________________________ for gold, silver, and bronze medals.

5. Sid has had a cold and sore throat all winter. His symptoms won’t go away. They are ______________________________.

6. The Nobel Peace Prize is a great symbol of ______________________________ for the person who earns it.

7. Someone who always supports their friends, colleagues, organization or country, for example, is ______________________________ to them.

8. The connection between the two friends is very strong. Their ______________________________ has lasted for forty years.

9. When the payment that a salesperson receives is based on the sales he makes, we say that he works on ______________________________.

10. You have to be a ______________________________ person if you are going to be the manager of a company or its chief executive officer.